Movies for Nature!

The exciting moments of 150 short films from more than 30 countries worldwide, awarded environmental super productions await you along with interesting discussions with celebrities and scientists and interactive games during the Green-Go International Film Festival and Family Day on 12 October Budapest in the Gödör Klub, Central Passage.

This is the third year of the organization of the International Green-Go Film Festival and Family Day in Budapest. The aim of the organizers is to raise awareness of the public about the importance of healthy drinking water, the problems caused by waste and the decline of our species richness. Besides, the additional aim of Green-Go to provide programs to induce a change in lifestyle.

The festival will be opened by Dr. Gábor Baranyai, Deputy State Secretary for EU Sectoral Policies, the responsible organizer of the UN Budapest Water Summit and the patron of Green-Go. During the festival, numerous forums with prominent participants will lead on related topics, but the audience and film fans will also have the possibility to watch the best short and long films as well.

In „Trashed”, the Academy Award winning Jeremy Irons points out the drawbacks of the consuming society and guides us by petrifying pictures through the chemical and household waste and the animal victims of the plastic lying in bulks on the shore of the oceans.

The „More than honey” shows us the world of bees and tells us how we, humans endanger these hard-working creatures. We can also find out what kind of roles bees have in the very delicate system of nature and because of their endangered status, how already many countries are prepared to solve pollination in artificial ways.

Last, but not least, Wild Hungary – A Water Wonderland by Zoltán Török will be screened, which shows breath-taking shots of the Hungarian natural heritage. For those, who are interested in the rich fauna and flora and valuable waters of Hungary, this film is a must. Besides the movies, numerous forums welcome the audience.

Naturally, a family day cannot pass without interactive games. During the festival, numerous NGOs active in the field of conservation and sustainability provide several programs for all age groups. Just some among the many programs: animal toto, arts and crafts, quizzes, board games. The participants can learn about the current global problems we are facing and the solutions we can have to solve these issues – and they can even win with it. The lucky and of course, knowledgeable winners can receive Fair Trade package, spa entries, crafts of recycled materials, Gödör Klub entries and many more.
The fans of sustainable design will also be satisfied by the programme – the DiP Design Passage (www.facebook.com/DIPdesignpassage) and the Gardrobe Community Dress Fair (www.facebook.com/GardrobKozossegVasar) will take care of this from 11 AM at the Central Passage! All three events are supported by the Gödör Klub!

A fun day for environmental awareness, this is how we can describe the International Green-Go Film Fest and Family Day. Let’s go green in the heart of the city!

Supporters of the event

Gödör Klub - http://www.godorklub.hu/
Budapesti Víz Világtalálkozó – http://www.budapestwatersummit.hu
Budapest Gyógyfürdői és Hévizei Zrt. – www.budapestgyogyfurdo.hu
Cyberlink – www.cyberlink.com
European Commission – www.ec.europa.eu
Országos Hulladékgazdálkodási Ügynökség – www.szelektivinfo.hu

More information: http://greengofest.eu/hu/festival
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/events/669861093023980/
Attila Szlávik – main organiser: szlavik@ceeweb.org, 06-20-2-84-74-08